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Abstract
The production of renewable energy has been increasing in Poland in accordance with the EU mandate. Solar energy use, in particular, has been affected by regulations and the associated subsidy mechanism. The specific aim of the
study was the verification of the influence exerted by renewable energy regulations on the amount of revenues and duration of the period when an investor can
expect positive returns on operating a PV power plant. The analysis involved
five scenarios and used financial and operational data shared by the existing
PV power plant in Jadowniki, Poland. Two scenarios refer to plants operating
under the support mechanism applied before July 1, 2016, while three scenarios
consider plants operating under the auction system that became the support
mechanism for renewable energy producers on July 1, 2016. Scenarios I and
II generate a positive NPV and IRR under the assumed conditions including
the use of green certificates. For PV power plants operating since July 1, 2016,
Scenarios III and IV show that the return is dependent on the auction price and
the size of NPV and IRR discourages investment. Scenario V assumes absence
of support in the form of green certificates or through auction systems and generates loss. The continuing changes in the regulation of power generation from
renewable energy sources, including solar energy, creates uncertainties that are
likely to discourage investment in large commercial PV power plants in Poland.
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Introduction
The European Union (EU) imposed a requirement on all Member States to
increase the share of power generated from renewable sources (Jeager-Waldau,
Szabo, Scarlat and Monforti-Ferrario, 2011). The share of energy generated from
renewable sources in Poland must reach 15% by 2020 (Urząd Regulacji Energetyki, 2016a). As recently as 2014, Poland generated 11.4% of energy from renewable sources (EurObserv’ER, 2014). Renewable energy generation, especially solar
energy, coincides with a national programme of lowering air pollution for 2013-2018. Solar energy can bring the benefits of limiting generation of carbon dioxide
(CO2) and other greenhouse gases (GHG) (Tudorache and Kreindler, 2010), and
particulate matter, commonly associated with the use of coal, the primary fossil
fuel used in Poland to generate electricity.
Recently, there has been a clear development of several forms of renewable
energy in Poland. The most visible progress has been in the construction and utilization of wind power and solar radiation (Chochowski, 2008a, 2008b). Among
new installations utilizing renewable energy, the bulk is represented by solar photovoltaic (PV) panels and wind mills (77%), while the balance is hydropower plants
(REN21, 2016).
Despite the rapid growth of solar and wind energy installations, their share in
the total energy generated from renewable sources is still small and amounted to
10.4% for wind and 0.5% for solar in 2015. Moreover, the share in electricity generated from renewable sources was 47.9% in the case of wind and a miniscule 0.3%
for solar energy in Poland in 2015 (GUS, 2017).
Solar energy use is associated primarily with the purchase of solar panels used in
generating heat for households rather than PV panels (Klepacka and Buska, 2015)
due to the lack of regulations until 2017. In 2013 only a single project investment
in a PV plant valued at EUR 6.65 million (4 MWp capacity) was reported in Poland (EurObserv’ER, 2014). In the same year, the capacity of the installed on-grid
PV systems was 0.4 MWp, but dramatically increased to 19.7 MWp in 2014. For
comparison, the capacity installed in the off-grid PV systems was only 0.2 MWp in
2013, and increased to 0.5 MWp in 2014 (EurObserv’ER, 2015). Due to changes
in the solar energy support system discussed in the subsequent sections, the installed capacity of off-grid PV systems grew faster in 2015 (EurObserv’ER, 2017).
The specific aim of the study was the verification of the influence exerted by
renewable energy regulations on the amount of revenues and duration of the period
when an investor can expect positive returns on operating a PV power plant.
This study examines the profitability of solar energy generation under grandfathered and new support systems in Poland. Specifically, the analysis recognizes the
use of “green certificates” (old system) and the auction mechanism (new system)
in backing solar energy installations. The study applies two measures, NPV and
IRR, to calculate the returns on investment in the PV solar power plant. The empirical analysis is based on the existing solar energy-generating facility in Jadowniki,
Poland (Photo 1). Solar radiation intensity varies across Poland and the areas of
particularly favourable conditions include Lubelskie Voivodeship, southern part
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of Mazowieckie and Wielkopolskie Voivodeships, areas along the Baltic coast and
the mountains located in the south. The Jadowniki PV power plant is in an area
with relatively high intensity of solar radiation and its performance is partially determined by the advantageous geographical location (Map 1 and Map 2).
This solar power plant has the capacity of 1 MW. The plant applies the PV
panel system placed on tracks allowing positioning of the panels accordingly to
the movement of the sun throughout the day. The generated energy is sold to the
procuring agent determined by regulations to purchase all generated energy.
Electricity generated by the Jadowniki PV power plant directly contributes to
the fulfillment of the EC mandate regarding the renewable energy share in total
energy used. From the local perspective, the power plant location in rural area of
Małopolskie Voivodeship may create jobs, as the agriculture importance in the region declines and land use shifts to non-agricultural use.

Map 1. Annual average number of sunshine
hours in Poland.
Sorce: Lorenc (2005).

Map 2. The location of Jadowniki PV power
plant in Brzesko commune in Małopolskie
Voivodeship.
Source: own elaboration based on MapInfo.

Materials and methods
The selection of PV power plant in Jadowniki was dictated by its large capacity at the time of starting electricity production in 2015, which was a novelty in
Poland at that time. Additionally, gaining access to specific financial data and the
operating costs is unusual because of the proprietary nature of such data regarding a non-hypothetical situation. The obtained information allowed us to consider
several scenarios enabling to gain insights in the potential economic performance
as regards timing of PV power plant construction and operation.
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The empirical analysis involves five scenarios of power plant profitability using a PV system. Return projections involve five scenarios and cover the period
between 2016 and 2040, corresponding to the PV panel system expected life of
25-30 years. Two scenarios apply to solar power plants constructed prior to 2016
(such as the Jadowniki plant) and subjected to regulations used at the time of plant
construction. Those power plants continue to participate in the support programme
based on the so-called green certificates. The other three scenarios apply to solar
power plants that became operational after July 1, 2016. Such plants can participate
in the new support programme using an auction mechanism to distribute a limited
amount of subsidies. The increase of electric energy prices is based on projections
of the Ministry of Economy. All scenarios assume that an investor in a solar power
plant uses credit in the amount of 40% of total investment. The annual cost increase
is assumed to equal 2%.
Table 1 shows the assumptions for each of the five scenarios considered in the
study. Investor’s own resources include at least the cost of land on which the PV
power plant is located (see Photo 1), which applies to Scenarios I, II, and V. In the
case of Scenarios II and III, own resources provided by the investor are much larger, because the subsidy amounts only to 23% in Scenario II, while under Scenario
III no subsidy is made available.
Furthermore, Scenarios I and II include the support for the electricity generated from renewable resources through the allocation of green certificates reflecting the regulations for PV power plants, which became operational prior to July 1,
2016. Scenarios III and IV receive support through the auction system, which became available for PV power plants starting electricity generation on or after July
1, 2016. For each of scenarios I, II, III, and IV the support amount per granted
green certificate or a certificate obtained from the auction varies (Table 1). Investor acting under Scenario V does not receive any support through the auction or
green certificate allocation from the onset of the PV power plant operation. In all
scenario, the assumed discount rate is 3.5%.
This study of the actually operating PV plant adds to the earlier literature that
focused on hypothetical situations exploring the benefits of locating PV plants at
various locations in other countries (for example, El-Shimy, 2009; Harder and
MacDonald Gibson, 2011; Khalid and Junaidi, 2013; Chandel et al., 2014). The
size of the PV plant in this study matches the natural solar radiation in the region.
The analysis accounts for the effects of two different regulatory regimes regarding
the support for renewable energy generation. The regulatory regimes are specific to
the EU programme of support for utilization of solar energy.
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Table 1
Basic assumptions regarding factors used in five scenarios of investing and operating
a PV power plant
Scenario I
Own contribution
(PLN)

Scenario II

Scenario III

Scenario IV

Scenario V

150,000

150,000

2,689,924.25

4,322,229.8

150,000

60

60

23

None

60

Green
certificate

Green
certificate

Auction
system

Auction
system

None

120.00

149.00

381.00

465.00

None

1,456,363.66

868,253.41

-556,567.55

-2,027,888.85

-1,250,459.95

6,94

11,04

1,34

-1,20

-2,76

Revenues (PLN)

9,735,046

10,297,636

10,488,459

12,120,764

7,403,737

Costs (PLN)

7,625,365

7,625,365

7,625,365

7,625,365

7,625,365

Subsidy (%)
Form
of support

Support
amount (PLN)
NPV (PLN)
IRR (%)

Source: own study based on the data from the Jadowniki PV power plant.

Photo 1. PV power plant in Jadowniki, Malopolskie Voivodeship, Poland.
Source: photo provided by the Jadowniki PV power plant.
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Results and discussion
Solar energy sector development in Poland
Solar radiation in Poland

Conditions in Poland are similar to those in the neighbouring countries of
Germany and Czechia. Solar energy radiation ranges from 950 kWh/m2 to 1250
kWh/m2 in Poland. The average number of sunshine hours amounts to 1600 hrs/
year (Instalcje Budowlane, 2017). For example, on average, the centrally located
Mazowieckie Voivodeship receives 1550-1600 hrs in its northwestern region and
1600-1650 hrs of sunshine per year in its eastern region. Małopolskie Voivodeship, located in southeastern Poland, receives 1500-1550 hrs of sunshine per year
(Map 1). Solar radiation is unevenly distributed across the year. Nearly 80% of solar radiation occurs in the spring-summer period in a typical year (Mientus, 2011),
especially from May to July (Knyps, 2010).
Solar collectors and PV panels

Solar collectors differ from PV panels in their design, operation, and type of
generated energy. The PV panels convert solar radiation into electricity and without any additional generators they can power electric equipment. Solar collectors
generate heating energy by converting solar energy and supply, for example, hot
water for household use or heating. Although PV panels could also heat water with
the use of a heating device, from an economic standpoint such use of PV panels is
costly and inefficient. In this capacity, their efficiency reaches only 20% as compared to a solar collector efficiency of 85% (kolektorowo.pl, 2016).
A single PV panel generates between 0.5V and 2V. Its capacity depends on its
surface area, while the capacity of the system depends on the number of individual
panels. Panels can be mounted on tracks assuring a larger volume of produced
electricity (Räuber, 2004). Panels on tracks change the angle of their position with
regard to sun movement. As a result, the PV panel efficiency may increase by as
much as 30% (Anderson, Dohan, Sikora, Bitar and McNeill, 2003; Sefa, Demirtas
and Colak, 2009).
Electricity generated by the PV panels cannot be sold unless it satisfies specific
requirements. To assure the required properties, the direct current requires conversion into the alternate current using a voltage convertor. In addition, a transformer
is required to change the voltage and send electricity from the off-grid PV power
plant system to an on-grid system (Kahl, 1984).
Production of energy using solar radiation

Photovoltage is still a relatively new technology in Poland. This sector grows
in response to demand from households and companies interested in microinstallations. By the end of 2013, the PV power plant capacity was 4.2 MWp, of which
1.8 MWp was included in the on-grid system (EurObserv’ER, 2015). In May
2014, there were 29 PV power plants in the on-grid system with a total capacity of
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3.8 MWp and about 200 micro-plants with a total off-grid capacity of 2.8 MWp.
Throughout 2014, the growth of the sector was rapid and added a total of 26 MWp
capacity, a five fold increase as compared to 2013. In 2015, the installed PV capacity amounted to 108 MWp continuing the rapid expansion of the sector. Total
on- and off-grid installed PV capacity amounted to 195.7 MWp in Poland in 2016
(EurObserv’ER, 2017).
Despite the rapid growth of PV installations, Poland’s share of the capacity installed in Europe was negligible and represented 0.03% at the end of
2014 (EurObserv’ER, 2014). Although it tripled in 2015, it was still only 0.09
(EurObserv’ER, 2016). Overall, the total capacity of all PV installations is small
in Poland as compared to the other EU countries (Klepacka and Zalewska, 2016).
Prices of photovoltaic cells in recent years

Farmer and Lafond (2016) reported that the costs of a PV panel decreased at
about 10% annual rate since 1980. The trend is expected to continue although there
is a 5% probability that the price in 2030 will be higher compared to prices in 2013.
The continution of the declining trend in prices implies that in ten years solar energy could satisfy one fifth of the global demand for electricity. The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that under the most optimistic scenario for renewable
energy utilization, solar power plants will supply 16% of global energy needs no
earlier than 2050 (creconsulting.pl, 2016). The decline in costs of PV technology in
the period between 2009 and 2013 is comparable to the past cost decline in the IT
sector. The PV panel prices have decreased by 80% since 2008 and this tendency is
expected to continue (IRENA, 2014). Price changes will affect the return on investment in future PV power plants, but not in currently operating installations.
Solar energy utilization support programme in Poland
The system of green certificates

Green certificate is the common name for a Tradable Renewable Energy Certificate (TREC) (Brick and Visser, 2009). Such certificates represent a specific amount
of eletricity produced from renewable sources. They have been created in response
to the mandate to use renewables as a source of energy in the EU and their trading
provides flexibility in meeting the target imposed by regulations. The system of
green certificates was first implemented by the UK government in Europe. It was
followed by the regions of Flanders and Wallonia in Belgium and the country of
Italy. Poland introduced the Renewable Energy Certificate System (RECS system)
in 2005 (Linden et al., 2005). However, the initial law defining the system of green
certificates was already included in the Energy Act passed on April 10, 1997 supplemented by later amendments (Obiweszczenie, 2006). The system of green certificates started to operate in 2005 coinciding with the new regulations changing the
obligatory purchase of energy from renewables.
Green certificates were created as a result of imposing a requirement on companies selling energy to the ultimate buyers to obtain and present to the president
of the Energy Regulatory Agency (pl. Urząd Regulacji Energii, URE) a specific
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number of certificates proving that the sold electricity originated from renewable
sources (Green Energy Poland SA, 2016). Companies unable to present green certificates in an adequate number have to pay fees to the National Fund of Environmental Protection and Water Management (Polish acronym NFOŚiGW).
A green certificate represents a property right that is created as a result of conversion of the certificates of energy origin issued by the president of URE. The
process of conversion results automatically at the time of registering in the official
Register of Certificates of Origin. Each generated certificate of origin referring to
electricity from renewables generates simultaneously a green certificate. A single
green certificate indicates the origin of 1 kWh (Przewodnik dla przedsiębiorcy,
2016) and the number of generated green certificates corresponds to the volume of
energy. The entity registering the generation of electricity from renewable sources
obtains the green certificates, if the facility started the generation before July 1,
2016 (Ministerstwo Energii, 2016). The certificates exist only in electronic form
evidenced in the registration system. They do not have an expiration date and are
liquidated at the request of their current owner.
Green certificates, once generated, are subject to trade on the exchange. The exclusive exchange for trading green certificates is the Energy Exchange (Towarowa
Giełda Energii, S.A.) in Poland. The Exchange manages the Register of Certificates of Origin and the trading of certificates of origin on the dedicated Market of
Property Rights. The Committee of Financial Supervision assures the safety of the
exchange operations.
The system of green certficates will function until 2030. Producers of electricity
from renewable energy sources could have joined the system through the end of
2015 (Rynek Praw Majątkowych, 2016). The total value of support provided within the system of green certificates amounted to PLN 30 billion in 2006-2015. The
support permitted the increase of the capacity of renewable energy power plants in
Poland from 1,158 MW in 2005 to 7,829 MW in 2016 (as of March 31, 2016 according to the president of URE). The increased capacity has been reflected in the
growth of electricity produced using renewables from 3.76 TWh in 2005 to 21.08
TWh in 2015 (Ministerstwo Energii, 2016). Currently, green certificates are issued
only to the already exisiting facilities, i.e. those that started to operate before July
1, 2016 (Ministerstwo Energii, 2016; gramwzielone.pl, 2015c).
The exchange-based system

New power plants that have started generating electricity from renewable sources can receive the support under the auction system. This system, based on the
contract difference using an auction, was scheduled to begin on January 1, 2016,
but despite “high expectations of the sector and the government promises” (Article
4) was postponed until July 1, 2016 (Magazyn Biomasa, 2016). Initially, the system
was created by law on February 20, 2015, but the law was amended on June 22,
2016. Changes in regulations led to the date shift.
Under the auction system, the bid winners are guaranteed the sales of electricity
for 15 years at the winning price. The price will be adjusted to reflect the inflation
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rate (gramwzielone.pl, 2015c). In accordance with the regulations, the auction winning price cannot exceed the government set price called the reference price. The
reference price is set in PLN per 1 MWh for a given calendar year (Ustawa, 2016).
The reference price determines the investment support in addition to the support
provided through the auction.
The auction will use the electronic platform accessible at https://ipa.ure.gov.pl/
logowanie. Between May 24 and August 12, 2016, the website conducted three test
sessions of the auction’s electronic platform. It was expected to offer the opportunity for those generating electricity from renewables to become familiar with the
principles of the auction’s functioning (Urząd Regulacji Energetyki, 2016b).
Indeed just before the end of 2016, the auction took place on December 30.
The completed auction involved three baskets for facilites with the capapcity of
less than 1 MW. The beneficiaries of the auction were 140 projects, mostly biogas
plants, but also small hydroelectric plants, and a total of 84 projects involving solar
energy and a handful of wind mill generators. The average price (after subtracting
the subsidy) for the new PV plants was 353.78 PLN/MWh. The price exceeded the
prices at recent auctions in Germany, but the taxes, and financial and technological costs were also higher. According to the President of the Renewable Energy
Institute, the previous system of green certificates was characterized by lower administrative costs as copared to the auction and capable, after some improvements,
of supplying less expensive energy without the creation of a bureacratic structure.
Government negligence delayed the auction and exacerbated risk exposure for the
State Treasury and investors. In an unstable political and institutional environment,
the greatest challenge facing investors is that the public support system lacks a simple notification mechanism; subsidies are usually obtained at the investment stage
(Wiśniewski, 2017).
The subsequent auctions were held on June 29-30, 2017. Auction participants
would be given the opportunity, for the first time, to generate electricity from renewable sources using equipment with a capacity of less than 1 MW. The auction
winners included 352 offers from 236 producers with an average energy price of
296.94 PLN/MWh (http://gramwzielone.pl/trendy/27264/ure-podal-wyniki-aukcji-dla-oze-z-29-30-czerwca).
In response to the outcome of these auctions, the Ministry of Energy began to
promote PV plants with a capacity of up to 1 MW, offering a contract for 0.3-0.4
TWh annually for 2016-2017, with a long-term goal of 10 TWh annually. In the
case of installtions with capacity no larger than 1 MW, plans are under consideration for adding 800MW to the capacity of the grid.
Less than one half of those installations won at auctions creating possibilities
for expansion. Additionally, since May 4, 2015, contracts were signed or approved
for PV installations with the capacity of 1.2GW. However, during auctions, PV
projects compete with wind mill projects, but with proper planning the projects
may be classified as plants of capacity less than 1 MW. PV installtions are experiencing rapid growth, have a minimal effect on the environment, and do not cause
public protests (Schnell, 2018).
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At the end of 2017, the Ministry of Energy proposed a reference price for auctions planned for 2018. The reference price established a ceiling for the sale of energy from various renewable sources in offers submitted in 2018. The proposed reference price for 2018 auctions differed from prices in 2016 and 2017. The price was
increased for the energy generated by biogas plants, but lowered for the PV plants.
For the PV plants with a capacity up to 1 MW, the proposed price for electricity was
420 PLN/MWh versus 450 PLN/MWh in 2017, a 7% decrease. The price in 2016
was 465 PLN/MWh. The proposed reference price for PV plants with a capacity
exceeding 1 MW was 400 PLN/MW, 6% less than the price of 425 PLN/MWh in
2017, and considerably lower than 445 PLN/MWh in 2016 (Schnell, 2018).
In early March 2018, the government adopted a draft law changing renewable
energy regulations and related laws. The proposal changes the auction mechanism
supporting renewable energy. The existing seven classes of renewable energy
projects is to be replaced by five (by elimination of “thermal treatment of solid
waste” and “energy clusters”, and creation of “hybrid installations”). The proposed
law would allow the electronic submission of offers using the public service platform ePUAP as well as on paper (Chojnacki, 2018).
Experts maintain that the auction can still be held in the third, and at the latest,
in the fourth quarter in 2018. Such timing would allow some of the investors to
complete their projects and still connect them to the grid in 2019, while producing
energy the whole year. That would help to meet the goal mandated by the European Commission with a 2020 deadline. Projects that could be completed relatively
quickly involve small PV plants and several ready wind mill operations awaiting
connection. The proposed law creates the largest class “wind on land, photovoltaics” in the revised support system that would apply to 1870 MW capacity, including 870 MW from PV plants (Chojnacki, 2018).
An important issue of interest to investors that was proposed in the new law
is the shortening of the investment period to 18 months (previousely 24 months).
Another was the financing of the investment, which depends on the bank’s decision to take the risk and provide credit for the renewable energy installation
under the auction system, or, given the past failures with wind mills, refuse credit
(Chojnacki, 2018). Some experts expressed the opinion that the contracts for
connecting to the grid concluded prior to May 4, 2015, should be extended, including the PV installations, if the projects would win the auction before May 4,
2019 (Schnell, 2018).
Most recently, on June 29, 2018, the proposed bill on modification of the renewable energy regulations and related documents was signed into law. Specific
rgulations will be issued by the Ministry of Energy, including the fullfilment of
international obligations. The modifications assure the full agreement of the law of
February 20, 2015, about the renewable energy and the regulations governing public subsidies. The requirement resulted from the obligations with regard to the European Commission and the EU regulations. The new law modifies the classification of projects in the auction system by accounting for the specific competitiveness
of various renewable energy sources. The aim was to increase the competitiveness
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of offers submitted for the auction lowering the costs of the support programme
(http://odnawialnezrodlaenergii.pl/oze-aktualnosci/item/3916-prezydent-podpisalustawe-pozwalajaca-na-efektywniejsze-wykorzystanie-oze).
Economic performance of the PV power plant in Jadowniki,
Poland under alternative scenarios

The PV plant that serves as the basis for analysis in this study is located in Jadowniki in Malopolskie Voivodeship in southeastern Poland. The plant’s total area
is 3 hectares and has been operating since July of 2015. It uses 4,000 monocrystal
PV panels, each with the capacity of 260W. Panels are mounted on single axis
tracks that follow the sun’s movement using a DC motor (Tudorache and Kreindler, 2010). This is the first PV plant with panels mounted on trackers in Poland
(gramwzielone.pl, 2015a). All generated energy is sent to a voltage convertor, and
a transformer is connected to the outside grid. The expected electricity generation
used in the presented scenarios is that used by investors in the Jadowniki plant. In
addition, the operating costs in this study are based on the actual operating costs
observed during the initial period of plant operation.
Economic viability of the PV farm

The long-term economic viability of a solar farm depends on its sustained profitability. Among key factors used in this study to determine the return on investment
is the amount of invested financial resources and the operational costs of the PV
farm. In this type of renewable energy regulations are important, reflected in the
possibility of obtaining financial support and its amount as related to the investor’s
own resources (Laudyn, 1999). The interest on credit and credit conditions as well
as the amount of subsidy are helpful in assessing the ability of the PV farm to generate returns (Rogowski, 2008; O’Brien, 2008). Own capital and expected return
on all invested capital are considered initial investment decision inputs (Rogowski,
2008; O’Brien, 2008).
Costs. Costs are financial outlays resulting from undertaking a specific activity
and influence the return on investment. Operating costs are associated with the generation of energy from PV panels. In the case of a PV power plant, the largest share
of costs is associated with the initial investment (Laudyn, 1999). Four categories
of expenses include the preparation of the project, necessary licenses and permits,
purchase of adequate land, and credit application (if needed). Another expense item
is associated equipment necessary to install and operate panels. Transportation expenses and installation are a separate cost category. Finally, there are costs associated with integration of a PV power plant into the electric grid.
Revenues. The primary revenue source of PV power plants is the sale of generated
energy. In Poland, PV power plants that began operation before July 1, 2016 obtain
revenues from the sale of energy and green certificates. The PV power plants that have
been operating since July 1, 2016 generate revenue from sales of energy at rates guaranteed for the first 15 years of plant operation. The offered price cannot exceed the reference price for the given source of energy as listed by the Ministry of the Economy.
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PV power plants that started to generate energy after July 1, 2016 can also receive support under the auction mechanism. The expected auction opening system
took place at the end of 2016. Alternatively, an investor or operator of a PV power
plant who does not participate in an auction (or whose bid is too high, assuming the
auction functions) can sell energy to a buyer designated by the government. The
latter is obligated to purchase all generated energy (Ligus, 2009).
Financing. Drury (1998) lists three sources of financing in the case of a PV power plant: investment capital, subsidies, and credit. In the case of the PV power plant
considered in the current study, the subsidy accounted for 60% of the financing and
the balance was supplied with bank credit. An additional cost was the purchase of
the necessary land with an estimated value of PLN 150,000 (approximately EUR
35,800) (see Table 1).
Profitability indicators. Efficiency and profitability indicators include measures
applied in the initial evaluation of investment. The current study applies measures
that consider revenues and expenses over time. The net present value (NPV) is
the discounted value from the time of initial investment, operating costs over the
life of the investment, and revenues (Rogowski, 2008; Drury, 1998). The standard
formula is:
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is the initial investment amount,
is the stream of net transfers in period t,
is the discount rate,
is the number of years in the analysed period (Marcinek, 2002).

An investment is profitable if NPV≥ 0 and any such investment may be considered worth the effort and risk. The assumed discount rate determines the NPV. The
discount rate may equal the interest rate on the long-term credit (Czerska, 2002)
or correspond to a near risk-free investment such as short-term government debt
instruments.
Another measure of return is the internal rate of return (IRR). IRR is a discount
rate with the NPV equal to zero. An investment is considered profitable if the discount rate is less than the IRR. Consequently, the higher the IRR relative to the
discount rate, the more profitable the investment (Rogowski, 2008; Sawicki, 1998).
The formula is:
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Alternative scenarios of the PV farm operation

Five scenarios are developed to account for PV power plants constructed and
operated before and after July 1, 2016. The scenarios reflect differences in the subsidy systems. Scenarios I and II apply to power plants operating before 2016 and
eligible for subsidies through the use of green certificates. Scenarios III and IV refer to current regulations and the new support system based on the auction mechanism. Scenario V is a purely commercial venture that generates revenue only from
electricity sales without obtaining any support. Table 2 shows features that apply
to each of the five scenarios reflecting the actual conditions of the PV power plant
in Jadowniki (for example, credit amount and interest), and the assumptions about
future conditions (for example, the rate of increase in operating costs).
A number of initial values used in calculating the return on PV power plant
investment are identical for all considered scenarios (Table 2). The time horizon
of the investment corresponds to the lower range of expected life of a PV panel
(25 years). The annual amount of generated energy reflects the average solar radiation conditions for the general location of the Jadowniki PV plant in southeastern
Małopolskie Voivodeship. The projected electricity prices were generated by the
Ministry of Energy. Annual operating costs are based on the actual performance of
the Jadowniki PV plant established after the first few months of operation and are
assumed to increase at a 2% annual rate. All scenarios assume a 3.5% annual interest rate on a ten year credit in the amount of PLN 3,510,804.93 (EUR 837,901).
All monetary values expressed in PLN were converted to euros at the average exchange rate listed by the National Bank of Poland on July 1, 2015. (NBP, 2016).
Overall, the total costs do not differ across various scenarios (Table 2).
Scenarios I and II

The price of a green certificate in Scenario I is assumed to be PLN 120 (EUR
28.64) throughout the duration of the support period. This scenario also assumes
the subsidy from the European Union programme in the amount of 60% of the
investment cost, or PLN 4,172,229.08 (EUR 995,758.70). The investor provides 3
hectare land parcel valued at PLN 150,000. Scenario II differs from Scenario I in
the assumed price of green certificates (Table 3). The price equals PLN 149 (EUR
35.56) and corresponds to the average price of green certificates in the two years
preceding the new regulations (effective July 1, 2016).
The net returns differ, especially once the credit is paid off at the end of the tenth
year of plant operation (Table 3). But even earlier, the negative net flow is considerably smaller under Scenario II, easing the management of the whole plant. Both
scenarios generate a positive NPV and IRR. However, for Scenario II the IRR is
11.04%, nearly twice the amount of the IRR generated under Scenario I (6.94%).
Still, a PV power plant that started operations before July 1, 2016 is expected to be
economically viable.
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Table 2
Volume of the generated energy, expected energy prices, annual operational costs,
credit repayment schedule, and total costs used in the alternative scenarios to calculate
returns for the Jadowniki solar PV power plant in Poland for 2016-2040
Year

Generated
energy, in MWh

Energy price
per MWh

Operating
costs

Credit
installment

Operating
costs and credit
installment

2016

1359.8

41.21

25,761.52

99,374.87

125,136.39

2017

1350.3

43.62

26,276.75

99,374.87

125,651.62

2018

1340.9

45.94

26802.28

99,374.87

126,177.15

2019

1331.5

48.33

27,338.33

99,374.87

126,713.20

2020

1322.1

51.12

27,885.09

99,374.87

127,259.97

2021

1312.9

53.69

28,442.79

99,374.87

127,817.67

2022

1303.7

54.66

29,011.65

99,374.87

128,386.52

2023

1294.6

55.27

29,591.88

99,374.87

128,966.76

2024

1285.5

55.80

30,183.72

99,374.87

129,558.59

2025

1276.5

56.25

30,787.40

99,374.87

130,162.27

2026

1267.6

56.49

31,403.14

-

31,403.14

2027

1258.7

58.00

32,031.21

-

32,031.21

2028

1249.9

59.03

32,671.83

-

32,671.83

2029

1241.1

59.08

33,325.27

-

33,325.27

2030

1232.5

58.95

33,991.77

-

33,991.77

2031

1223.8

59.51

34,671.61

-

34,671.61

2032

1215.3

60.08

35,365.04

-

35,365.04

2033

1206.8

60.65

36,072.34

-

36,072.34

2034

1198.3

61.22

36,793.79

-

36,793.79

2035

1189.9

61.80

37,529.66

-

37,529.66

2036

1181.6

62.39

38,280.26

-

38,280.26

2037

1173.3

62.98

39,045.86

-

39,045.86

2038

1165.1

63.58

39,826.78

-

39,826.78

2039

1157.0

64.18

40,623.31

-

40,623.31

2040

1148.9

64.79

41,435.78

-

41,435.78

Total

31,287.5

-

825,149.05

993,748.73

1,818,897.78

Source: jak do tab. 1.
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Scenarios III, IV, and V

The three scenarios reflect new regulations and consider the auction as the
mechanism determining the amount of subsidy to a PV power plant. Scenario III
assumes the auction price at PLN 381 (EUR 90.93) per MWh (Table 4) that resulted from the increased restrictions on renewable energy passed on February
20, 2015 (Article 39) (Ustawa, 2015). The price level corresponds to the average
price with regard to the reference price on the German market (gramwzielone.pl,
2015b), where the former amounted to 82% of the latter after the initial series of
auctions. Under the regulations, the highest subsidy, at PLN 381 per MWh, is PLN
1,632,304.83 (EUR 389,571.6). An investor must provide PLN 2,689,924.25 (EUR
641,986.7) under that scenario.
The amount of subsidy has been calculated as the difference between the value
of total generated energy for the period of 15 years (i.e. the period during which the
subsidy is in place) using a reference price and the amount of subsidy assuming the
price is determined at the auction (i.e. PLN 381). Specifically: (Reference price x
energy volume generated during a 15-year period) – (the average electricity price announced by the government energy agency x energy volume generated during a 15year period), or (PLN 465 x 19,427.57 MWh) – (PLN 172.75 x 19,427.57 MWh) =
PLN 5,677,707.33 (EUR 1,355,061); and, (Auction-determined price x energy volume generated during a 15-year period) – (the average electricity price announced
by the government energy agency x energy volume generated during a 15-year period), or (PLN 465 x 19,427.57 MWh) – (PLN 172.75 x 19,427.57 MWh) = PLN
5,677.707.33 (PLN 381 x 19,427.57 MWh) – (PLN 172.75 x 19,427.57 MWh) =
PLN 4,045,791.45 (EUR 965,582.7). The maximum subsidized amount equals PLN
1,631,915.88 (EUR 389,478.7) and that amount lowers the costs and influences the
return in Scenario III. The return is heavily dependent on the auction price. Under this
scenario, the NPV is negative, PLN -556567.55 (EUR -132,832.4), and the IRR is
1.34%. The projections are unlikely to attract investors given the new support mechanism introduced after July 1, 2016 at the assumed auction price.
Scenario IV assumes the auction price at the maximum level allowed by the renewable energy law (Ustawa, 2015). The price is PLN 465 (EUR 110.92) per MWh
(Ustawa, 2015) and equals the reference price (gramwzielone.pl, 2015b). Under
those circumstances, the PV power plant is unable to obtain a subsidy. The investor has to provide funds in the amount of PLN 4,322,229.08 (EUR 1,031,558). This
scenario produces negative NPV and IRR in the amount of PLN -2,027,888.85 (EUR
-483,983) and -1.20%, respectively.
Scenario V assumes a subsidy in the amount of 60% of the estimated investment
cost from the funds provided under the EU programme, but the investor is excluded
from participation in the auction (Table 5). Revenues are exclusively obtained from
the sale of electric energy to the government-designated buyer (the buyer is a company named in the law). Among all considered scenarios, Scenario V is least attractive and generates substantial loss to an investor. The IRR is -2.76% , and the NPV
is a loss in the amount of PLN 298,275.40 (EUR 71,148.39).
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Scenario I
Green
Energy
sale
price
Year certificate price
Revenue
Net flow
per MWh
2016
28.62
69.83
94,957.03
-30,179.35
2017
28.62
72.25
97,557.01
-28,094.61
2018
28.62
74.57
99,982.47
-26,194.69
2019
28.62
76.96
102,464.19
-24,249.01
2020
28.62
79.74
105,430.56
-21,829.40
2021
28.62
82.32
108,071.75
-19,745.92
2022
28.62
83.29
108,582.82
-19,803.71
2023
28.62
83.89
108,607.25
-20,359.51
2024
28.62
84.42
108,527.10
-21,031.49
2025
28.62
84.88
108,344.24
-21,818.03
2026
28.62
85.11
107,883.26
61,948.89
2027
28.62
86.62
109,033.03
62,371.47
2028
28.62
87.66
109,560.87
62,280.12
2029
28.62
87.70
108,852.32
61,176.92
2030
28.62
87.58
107,935.31
59,894.27
2031
59.51
72,833.73
30,911.32
2032
60.08
73,010.33
30,492.69
2033
60.65
73,187.36
30,063.17
2034
61.22
73,364.82
29,622.54
2035
61.80
73,542.71
29,170.57
2036
62.39
73,721.03
28,707.03
2037
62.98
73,899.79
28,231.68
2038
63.58
74,078.98
27,744.28
2039
64.18
74,258.60
27,244.58
2040
64.79
74,438.65
26,732.33
Total
9,735,045.50
1,523,004.42
Source: own study based on data from the Jadowniki PV power plant.
Green
certificate price
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
35.53
-

Scenario II
Energy sale price
Revenue
per MWh
76.74
104,350.02
79.16
106,884.24
81.47
109,244.41
83.86
111,661.30
86.65
114,563.29
89.22
117,140.55
90.20
117,588.14
90.80
117,549.53
91.33
117,406.79
91.78
117,161.77
92.02
116,639.06
93.53
117,727.54
94.56
118,194.53
94.61
117,425.54
94.48
116,448.52
59.51
72,833.73
60.08
73,010.33
60.65
73,187.36
61.22
73,364.82
61.80
73,542.71
62.39
73,721.03
62.98
73,899.79
63.58
74,078.98
64.18
74,258.60
64.79
74,438.65
10,297,635.68

Green certificate price, price per MWh, revenues, and net flow for Scenarios I and II

-20,786.37
-18,767.38
-16,932.74
-15,051.90
-12,696.67
-10,677.12
-10,798.38
-11,417.22
-12,151.80
-13,000.50
69,041.10
69,414.03
69,273.38
68,121.23
66,789.97
30,911.32
30,492.69
30,063.17
29,622.54
29,170.57
28,707.03
28,231.68
27,744.28
27,244.58
26,732.33
2,051,207.78

Net flow

Table 3
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Scenario III
Energy
sale
price
Year
Auction price
Revenue
Net flow
per MWh
2016
90.88
90.88
123,575.51
-1560.88
2017
90.88
90.88
122,710.48
-2941.14
2018
90.88
90.88
121,851.51
-4325.64
2019
90.88
90.88
120,998.55
-5714.65
2020
90.88
90.88
120,151.56
-7108.41
2021
90.88
90.88
119,310.50
-8507.17
2022
90.88
90.88
118,475.32
-9911.20
2023
90.88
90.88
117,646.00
-11,320.76
2024
90.88
90.88
116,822.48
-12,736.12
2025
90.88
90.88
116,004.72
-14,157.55
2026
90.88
90.88
115,192.68
67,869.53
2027
90.88
90.88
114,386.34
66,707.66
2028
90.88
90.88
113,585.63
65,540.18
2029
90.88
90.88
112,790.53
64,366.86
2030
90.88
90.88
112,001.00
63,187.47
2031
59.51
72,833.73
30,911.32
2032
60.08
73,010.33
30,492.69
2033
60.65
73,187.36
30,063.17
2034
61.22
73,364.82
29,622.54
2035
61.80
73,542.71
29,170.57
2036
62.39
73,721.03
28,707.03
2037
62.98
73,899.79
28,231.68
2038
63.58
74,078.98
27,744.28
2039
64.18
74,258.60
27,244.58
2040
64.79
74,438.65
26,732.33
Total
10,488,458.88 2,256,750.19
Source: own study based on data from the Jadowniki PV power plant.
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
110.92
-

Auction price

Scenario IV
Energy sale price
Revenue
per MWh
110.92
150,828.42
110.92
149,772.62
110.92
148,724.22
110.92
147,683.15
110.92
146,649.36
110.92
145,622.82
110.92
144,603.46
110.92
143,591.23
110.92
142,586.10
110.92
141,587.99
110.92
140,596.88
110.92
139,612.70
110.92
138,635.41
110.92
137,664.96
110.92
136,701.31
59.51
72,833.73
60.08
73,010.33
60.65
73,187.36
61.22
73,364.82
61.80
73,542.71
62.39
73,721.03
62.98
73,899.79
63.58
74,078.98
64.18
74,258.60
64.79
74,438.65
12,120,763.71

Auction price, price per MWh, revenues, and net flow for Scenarios III and IV

20,810.55
19,538.01
18,263.12
16,985.66
15,705.41
14,422.17
13,135.72
11,845.83
10,552.28
9254.84
88,446.92
87,141.01
85,830.50
84,515.15
83,194.72
30,911.32
30,492.69
30,063.17
29,622.54
29,170.57
28,707.03
28,231.68
27,744.28
27,244.58
26,732.33
3,641,272.82

Net flow

Table 4
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Table 5

Energy sale price, revenue, and net flow for Scenario V
Scenario V
Energy sale price
per MWh

Revenue

Net flow

2016

41.21

56,033.57

69,102.82

2017

43.62

58,906.01

66,745.61

2018

45.94

61,602.02

64,575.13

2019

48.33

64,352.41

62,360.79

2020

51.12

67,585.56

59,674.40

2021

53.69

70,491.66

57,326.00

2022

54.66

71,265.80

57,120.73

2023

55.27

71,551.45

57,415.31

2024

55.80

71,730.69

57,827.91

2025

56.25

71,805.40

58,356.87

2026

56.49

71,600.19

32,559.61

2027

58.00

73,003.94

33,187.92

2028

59.03

73,783.99

33,300.85

2029

59.08

73,325.88

32,400.50

2030

58.95

72,657.56

31,319.29

2031

59.51

72,833.73

30,911.32

2032

60.08

73,010.33

30,492.69

2033

60.65

73,187.36

30,063.17

2034

61.22

73,364.82

29,622.54

2035

61.80

73,542.71

29,170.57

2036

62.39

73,721.03

28,707.03

2037

62.98

73,899.79

28,231.68

2038

63.58

74,078.98

27,744.28

2039

64.18

74,258.60

27,244.58

2040

64.79

74,438.65

26,732.33

Total

-

7,403,736.53

665,809.47

Year

Source: own study based on data from the Jadowniki PV power plant.
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Conclusions
The study uses the existing PV power plant in Jadowniki, Małopolskie Voivodeship as the basis for the analysis of returns on investment rather than analysing
a hypothetical location. In a rare level of cooperation, the PV plant management
shared the financial information and technical performance details enabling the
examination of five possible scenarios. The variable returns provide a measure of
economic viability of investing in PV power plants and indirectly shed light on the
possible role of solar energy in electricity generation in Poland and the obligation
regarding the share of renewable energy within total energy use by 2020.
The scenarios account for five situations, where PV power plants operating before July 1, 2016 are subject to a support system based on green certificates, while
those becoming operational on or after July 1, 2016 could obtain support through
auctions organized by the Energy Regulatory Agency. Two investment scenarios
using green certificates as the form of support for renewable energy generation
indicate substantial returns under the assumed conditions. Those scenarios contrast
with two scenarios using the auction mechanism as a source of generating support
to a PV power plant investor. Under the auction-determined price for electricity, the
returns are unsatisfactory and the investment leads to losses. Similarly, a PV power
plant operating without any support is economically infeasible under the conditions
considered in the analysis.
The study using information from the Jadowniki PV power plant exemplifies
how change in the regulatory regime can dramatically alter investment in renewable
energy utilization. The unstable regulations create uncertainty and force investors
to re-think undertaking projects that can be completed even relatively quickly, but
which will operate over an extended period. The most recent changes in the regulations guiding renewable energy utilization further illustrate the continuing instability surrounding the renewable energy sector. Although the regulations changed,
this study provides a benchmark against which future investors may review their
plans using alternative assumptions dictated by new conditions.
Discouraging investment in large commercial PV power plants by changing
the returns on investment suggests a policy shift away from solar energy to other
renewable energy sources because the EC-mandated share of renewable energy
sources in the total energy generation remains unchanged. The change in the regulatory regime in 2017 appears to favuor microinstallations, allowing households
to invest in PV equipment and connect to the grid. Such installations, which were
outside the scope of this study, receive support under the currently EU-allocated
funds and may be a focus of a future study examining their economic viability.
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ZWROT Z INWESTYCJI FARMY FOTOWOLTAICZNEJ
W RAMACH ZMIENIAJACYCH SIĘ PRZEPISÓW
Abstrakt
Produkcja energii odnawialnej rośnie w Polsce zgodnie z mandatem UE.
Wykorzystanie energii słonecznej jest w szczególności uzależnione od przepisów i związanego z nimi mechanizmu subsydiowania. Celem prezentowanego badania jest analiza pięciu scenariuszy z wykorzystaniem danych finansowych i operacyjnych udostępnionych przez istniejącą elektrownię fotowoltaiczną w Jadownikach. Dwa scenariusze dotyczą założeń działających w ramach
mechanizmu wsparcia stosowanego przed 1 lipca 2016 r., natomiast trzy scenariusze dotyczą założeń działających w ramach systemu aukcyjnego, który
stał się mechanizmem wsparcia dla producentów energii odnawialnej od 1 lipca 2016 r. Scenariusze I i II generują dodatnią wartość NPV oraz IRR w założonych warunkach, w tym z wykorzystaniem zielonych certyfikatów. W przypadku elektrowni PV działających od 1 lipca 2016 r. scenariusze III i IV pokazują, że zwrot zależy od ceny aukcji, a wielkość NPV i IRR zniechęca do inwestycji. Scenariusz V zakłada brak wsparcia w postaci zielonych certyfikatów
lub systemów aukcyjnych i generuje straty. Ciągłe zmiany w regulacji wytwarzania energii z odnawialnych źródeł energii, w tym energii słonecznej, stwarzają niepewność, która może zniechęcić do inwestowania w duże komercyjne
elektrownie PV w Polsce.

Słowa kluczowe: elektrownia PV, zwrot z inwestycji, reżim regulacyjny.
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